Do’s and Don’ts of Eradicating Your Free Time
Grace Kaldawi
1. To find a woman you need time and money, therefore:

\[ \text{Woman} = \text{Time} \times \text{Money} \]
Do Identify Your Priorities
Don’t Get Peer Pressured
Don’t Underestimate Relationships
Conference Inspires Women to Continue Computer Science Pursuits

Nov. 20, 2013

Nine UT Dallas students received an extra dose of encouragement to pursue careers and research in computing when they attended the recent Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing Conference.

The largest technical conference for women in computing fosters collaborative proposals, networking and mentoring for women, as well as increased visibility for the contributions of women in the field. The program, presented by the Anita Borg Institute for Women and Technology and the Association for Computing Machinery, drew 4,800 people this year.

The six undergraduate and three graduate students, all from the Erik Jonsson School of Engineering and Computer Science, traveled to Minneapolis last month and heard presentations from leaders in industry, academia, government and research about the role of women in technology fields.
Do More Than The Classroom
Another year, another sleepless night spent with an amazing team. Another sponsor prize in the bag. And definitely, another shout out to Adil Shaikh and Austin C Wells for creating such a fantastic event.

Want to see what we created? Check it out here: http://devpost.com/software/socialight

#hackdfw2016 #socialight #teamsocialites #whoosh #cometsforever #womenintech #thatdiversitytho #amazongiftcards #alliwantissleep — with Nikki DeOcampo, Emiola O. Banwo, Michael Kay, Mito Are, Reva Pabba, Marc Hudak and Izuchukwu Elechi at Hack DFW.
Do Take Some Breaks
Do Have a Role Model
Lillian Gilbreth

First woman elected to the National Academy of Engineering
Getting Things Done
The Art of Stress-Free Productivity
David Allen

National Bestseller

"The personal productivity guru."
—Fast Company
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Here are some icons that might be useful.